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Описание ширин и спектров связанных состояний 
двух релятивистских фермионов 

Целью работы является построение формализма для релятивистского 
описания системы двух частиц со спином 1/2. Используется двухчастич
ное трехмерное ковариантное уравнение, полученное в кваэипотенциаль-
ном подходе. Квазипотенциальное уравнение в релятивистском конфигура
ционном представлении сведено в приближении ОВЕР к системе разностные 
парциальных уравнений, которая является релятивистским аналогом не-' 
релятивистской системы Хамады-Джонстона.Методом ВКБ решена задача о 
спектре масс связанных состояний. С использованием точного реляти
вистского кулоновского решения двухчастичной задачи получены выраже
ния для ширин лептонных распадов в кварковой модели. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории теоретической физики, ОИЯИ. 
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Descriptions of Width and Spectra of Two 
RelaMvJstic Fermions Bound States 

The aim of this article is the construction of the formalism for 
the relativistic description of two particles with spin 1/2. We use 
the two-parttcle three-dimensional equation, obtained by quasi poten
tial approach. Quasi potential equation tn the refatFvistic configura 
tional space with OBEP potential Is reduced to the system of partial 
equations which is the analog of nonrelativfstlc Hamada-Jonston sys
tem. WKB approach Is used to calculate mass spectra and leptonic 
width of mesons in quark model. 

• The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of 
Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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I. Introduction 
/1-1/ The present paper may be treated as a sequel to papers' •" 

on the three-dimensional relatlvistic description o>" two-par
ticle system with spin 1/2 in the quantum field theory. Princi
pal formulae, allowing the practical application of our mathema
tical technique are obtained herein. It will be applicable to 
such attractive problems as the calculation of levels and width 
of systems like positronium, muon and baryon as well as bound 
states in a quark - antiquark system, that is old 7Э , Ъи* , if 
and new tyy } )f- -mesons. lately a nonrelativietic quark model 
based on the Schrodinger equation is widly used for the maes 
spectrum description of hard vector mesons of t h e ^ f -particle 
type. For this purpose a confining potential is chosen and added 
by the Breit-Fermi potential accounting for spin effects. 

V(r)~V(r) +V(r). (Li) 
c«?f Spin я 

The Brelt-Fermi potential is known to represent <v* /C •* -
expansion of Feynman matrix element of one-boson (OBEP) or one-
gluon exchange. However, such a quasirelativistic approach app
lied to ordinary light vector __P , 1» , <p mesons Is not self-
consistent. It was shown in paper ' that in this case the cont
ribution of relativietic corrections appears to be of the same 
order as the contribution of the nonrelativiatie Hamiltonian, 
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which was initially taken as the principal one. Therefore an 
essentially relativistic approach is needed here. 

In the present paper for the mass spectrum description of 
a system consisting, of two fermions (for example, quark and an-
tiquark), we use the equation of quasipotential approach ' '. 
As in previous papers we use the relativistic three-dimensional 
two-particle quasipotential equation, obtained by Kadysbevsky, 
on the basis of the covariant Haroiltonian formulation of field 
theory and later ia papers ' on the basis of the covariant 
technique of equating times In the two-particle wave function of 
Bethe-Salpiter equation. In the case of equal masses т^-П)2т7Ь 
tbis equation, written in the centre-of-mass-system (pj ̂ -уЗд *>/$) 
has the form 

(2^~2Ep 

Now consider in more detail the part of quasipotential (1.1), 
containing spin effects. In the case of vector-boson exchange 
the quasipotential in r.b.s. of equation (1.1) represents the 
Peynman matrix element ' , , 

M is the mass of a boson, С are two-component spinors. 
Applying to (1.3) the suggested transformation ' 1' from the 

four-dimensional representation to the three-dimension one 
and separating the ffigner matrix of spin rotation, we obtain: 

' Tbis transformation (1) plays the same role as the 
Foldy-Wenthuyeen one /8/, allowing one to pass to tho three-
dimensional description of tbe spin. However, in contrast to (8) 
the diecuesed in (1) transformation does not deal wil;h tbe 
expansion of interaction terms in powers of V*/c*\ 
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(1.4) 

^ С ё1рХъэ<)(.Ър)® Ю] + 
ГЦ 

Here the quantity X means a half-transfer of momentum, that 
can be expreaaed through the momentum transfer in the Lobachev-
sky space introduced into : 

1 = Т((-)Р=ЛГ

1к-Тс-^С^о--^;) и.?) 
by the formula 5? = ^^т/а(Л0*гп У / 1 / « 
Expression (1.4) has a form of the geometrical generalization 
of the Breit-Permi potential taken in the momentum representation. 

It is convenient to solve equation (1.3) by transformation 
to the relativistic configurational representation (RCR), intro
duced initially in "'. To obtain this, instead of the Pourier-
traneformation there is used an expansion over the complete 
and orthogonal system of functions in the LobachevBky space . 

m 
(1.6) 

Por these functions in papers ' b > 1 2 ' w e found an expansion 
over spherical harmonicai ± -

t'O * (' X *** -j*<£ ' /(1.7) 

=ЙЫ.л) сеД („Аж,г) Re (E?) 
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as well ав the condition of completeness and orthogonality for 
radial parts 

* % О (1.8) 

-jj^ J si 9x Jx pe (cAx, t) ре(с£х,г<) = £(г- г'). 
In ''•-" there was discussed a problem on the form of the 

second and third terms (1.4) in the relativistic configurational 
representation. There are transforms of all the five spin struc
tures present in (1.4) in this paper. 

Equation (1.2) transformed into RCR is a finite-difference 
one and may be reduced to the system of partial equations, being 
a relativistic analog of the nonrelativistlc Hamada-Jonston 
system ' 1 1'. 

To solve partial finite-difference equations we use the 
suggested analog of WKB method for RCR. 

Calculation of the electromagnetic decay width of mesons 
is another important problem. To determine lepton width of vec
tor mesons we use the V.Royen-Weisscopff formula (with account 
of colour). л 

and for the two-photon decay of paeudoscalar mesons we use for-
mula № 

In these formulae ie the mass of a meson; m and €* are 
the mass and charge of quarks, and ¥£f 6>Jls \ A / F o{ system of a 
quark and anti-quark. Usually instead of this WF the nonrelati-
ristio WF Is used in the Coulomb fiaid neglecting the rest of the 
spin part of the OBSP. The width of states with In terms 
of the relativlstlo theory Is known to turn into «его due to the 
behaviour of the WF at the origin of coordinates as V ^ T r T V ^ o * ^ 
This behaviour is of •> kineastloal oharaoter and Is oonneoted 
with the behaviour of free solution's J«(ier) -» (ief~)4- for 

\-+ О . In a relatlvlstlo equation there Is used another 
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complete system of funotions (1.6) having an essentially different 
behaviour as Г-— О , so that %%)*0 at £Фо . 

In section 2 a quasipotential equation will be transformed 
to the system of partial finite-difference equations, in the 
relativistic configurational representation; section 3 is devoted 
to the solution of unbounded equations of the system through the 
WKB method; section 4 gives formulae for the width of vector 
meson decays and pseudoecalar mesons, using the exact Coulomb 
solution of the quaeipotential equation at Г=0 . 

2. System of Partial Two-Particle Equations in the 
Relativistic Configurational Representation 

For the quasipotential and ЮТ the transformation into the 
relativistic configurational representation is performed by for
mulae ; at * 

In ' ' the physical meaning of the parameter l~ present in 
the function is discussed in detail . 

Applying (2.1) to (1.4) we obtain: 
'V(r,'»;p)=Vi(<~>P°)+'VJL(r>2;pe,p) (2.3) 

(2.4) 

- 4 
The following notations are introduced here 
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3Cr-l)<r-2t)LJ ' \ / 1 ^ ? (2.8) 

+ 1 * •/ ЛйАля / TV" / > i 
J T ^ S I J Klf«irC ' 

Ku^Crf - the Yukawa potential transform: b/(/u *£/7ег\ 

JfWtf <ffff shrJT ' ' V ' 

In formulae (2,3)-( .29) we assume the mass of interacting par
t i c l e s /72. to be equal to 1. 

Formula (2.3) i s spl i t ted into two parts VJL ( Г) f>o) 
independent of the single vector " re la t iv i s t i c coordinate" d i 
rection /7 and V^ (l~)*?,'Po.p) containing the dependence 
on ' П through expressions of the type 

(pF) , Г/?лТ*] , <S 2̂ . (2.Ю) 
The necessity of BUCD a splitting becomes ohvious in the course 
of the transformation of the complete equation (1.2) into RCR 
using formulae (2.1), (2.2). 

(2 Ef -2 /}) ¥QLF) =JjJ2p JSlkJ?t i (?, Я, К J * 

(2.11) 
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Л$<р- angular part of the Laplas operator, A — m c . Due 
to the character of the addition theorem of the relativistic 
plane waves ': 

$,&;V,t) = t.(rt-)P/n^^bcjrrfr) ( 2 и з ) 

*Л,= ["*-?<*' ££•)]/(*>-?*) (2.14) 

Vi(r,*iP<>ip) enters into equation (2.12) in a nonlocal way: 

'Л ъ'е/ Guef, (r/^, (2.15) ^ в;»/ GU«> с-/,-, 

since substituting it into the equation the dependence on vec
tor /*j turns to the dependence on vector /?i/)-. The vector 
rotation Hi —* n4./\a taken into account gives the following 
dependence of expressions (2.10) on the vector P and Po : 

( P" ^*AP ) = m2/(p0-p'^J - />«, (2.i6) 

/ T y ? ^ ] r m f Д)гД( j / г д - 7 « I j (2.17) 

+• 
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However, with tbe help of tbe correlation: 

expraseiona (2.16), (2.17) and the first term Z / from (2.18) 
can be localazed. Zi is a relativistic generalization of 
the expression ( G ^ * ? X C ^ Л J present in tbe operator of tensor 
forces. Confining ourselves to *Zj. in accounting tensor 
forces we obtain tbe r.h.e. of equation (2.15) to be of a local 
form! , , 

Tbe rotation W -» М и р in tensor forces taken into account 
gives an additional spin-spin interaction 

(2.21) 
4>(r) [SCSI ЪЛр)(ел Я*Ар) - &&)] — 

* н>( r-A ;х)£лг * г?(ых- ч>св j с а д ) , 
An angular and spin dependences of equation potential (£ .20) are 
determined by five structures, having the ваше form as in **e 
nonrelatlvistlc theory» 

Function» V{(?) (i' s С/Г/г ,'J-S; G/(i.Sj г ) ^ depend 
on vector Modulus 7* and difference operators fi 
•nd Д , = /? in tbe following way (X-J)i 

Vs « ̂ Д г - ^ & „ ^ - *££ j " 0 4 l - ( 2 . 2 3 ) 
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XC « ^ *Ч •ftfturejLhlifo fir) i„ , 

We introduce a radial function f\ ' « С FJ 

Tbe substitution of (2.28) into equation (£.27) gives ue 
a eye tern of four partial equations. Tiro of tbe ays ten of equa
tions, obeying the caee of S=0, € -/ and S= 1. , в « f 
are uncoupled! 

M - J V +X^1 Я*- <-*°,•**/,T-ai. (2.29) 

Hamiltonian A/g ia obtained from expression (2.12) for 
the H through tbe substitution of the operator ДбФ tor 
its eigenvalue . The otber two OFF describing states 
with a spin S ~ i. are defined by tbe uysten of two coupled 
equations 
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( И "-"4 v« J %yff' J& * # / ^ ^ 2 . з г, 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 

2J+il ^ ^ . (2.35) 

Writing down Bystem (2.29), (2.32) we follow the approxima
tion on the phenomenologioal use of the OBEP, accepted in paper 
'"' »e neglect the p quadratic terms in the spin-spin 
interaction fi j -/SSJ and confine ourselves to the account 
of the terms proportional to ГПг~ (&i_GU) . In expressions 
(2.24)-(2.27), as it has already been noticed, p a is under
stood aa a difference operator // . However, in obtaining 
numerical evaluations the reasonable approximation which is not 
reduced to the nonrelativietic one is the use»instead of the 

л 
operator И > of the eigenvalue of energy p a (as in the prob
lem of a positronium ''•') 0f one bound partical in the part 
of potential (1.1), consisting of the sum vieui С <~) and 
the scalar part of potential (1.4): 

3. Quaaiclassical Solution of Partial Equations 
We write down uncoupled equations (2.25) in such a form: 

[He-Xcr)]ReCr) « о , ( 3 # 1 ) 

where X (f) = (im + e^OUMj - VCr)) /Л m, 
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and the potential y(r) is defined through expressions (2.30), 
(2.31). 

Regular in the zero free solution ( VCr) = o) of equa
tion (3.1), according to ''' has the form: 

where the begandre function a n d ^ - ^ J is the 

generalized degree defined by the expression:A—f ^«i JftfaK' 

The Legandre funotion ~P, (c-kx) is real. Thus in expression 

(3.2) only the factor appears to be complex. 
We separate this factor by the substitution: 

r Ц(пх)- tZk£L'tcecnx). 
We obtain the following equation for the function n Cf\lC^ 

Hote, that the Hamlltonian of the equation (3.5) in cont
rast to (3.5) appears to be a real operator. In the саве of tbe 
potential is real, We С 1 X.) is also a real funotion. When 
the interaction is absent, the Legandre function appears to be 
a solution of equation (3.5) a j_ 

Ife Cr,X) - ?"££) = (SM **ey['*0'f*<+0]j 
-*•••% l J — r f H + e ) * 

* &&'% +е+1, ***, '*€**; I-<*f> C-Jtx)) 
(3.6) 

The conditions of tbe orthogonality for these functions will 
be written down analogously to (1.6b)i 
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We solve expressions (3.5) by the WKB method. Suppose: 

Inserting (3.6) into (3.5) and keeping terms of the zero order 
in t we derive a differential equation for <?,jCpJ : 

%-f J Cr) жалеек Xfl(c)-.«nct}j\-$r 

ХЛ cr) - X OJ . f i * (л-£J Ч ~У\ A*** l. 
The imaginary part in (3.9) contributes into the preexpo-

nential factor. With the account of the term of the order t, , 
we arrive at the equation for ft. ' f?J .' 

9 Hx/ce-i) Л л (г)-
Thus we obtain for tbe function nl(r): 

Kfetc) = [Х*(г)-1]-* ( г«Л* +/laJ~ \ 
^ (3.1D 

Here T — ia a turning point, defined from tbe oondition X (7*)~ 

=• l.In tbe caee ̂ -?"Г_ ̂ ^ that is ebaraoteriatic of energies 
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£<<Jy»C* ^ formula (3.11) gets simplified. We write it 
down in the form of a standing wave 

The factor Г compensates the separated expression/?L*,^, 
—* (*/Х ) e** • W l 1 ; h t h e h e l P o f 0.12) we obtain 
a quasi-classical condition of quantization 

/Л'**ссАХСг>) = \7ГСп*±)ш < 3 ' 1 3 > 
7- Л 

Рог t*>e majority of potentials a spectrum is formed at the 
distances Г » A . Thie allows us to neglect imaginary terms 
in \Zt'Ct~) (2.23-2.27). bi such an approach, potentials (2.30, 
2.31) become real and we can find energy levels for a singlet 

($ = О ) « * triplet (S = d , € sj"„) states. 

4. Calculation of Electromagnetic Decay Width of Meson 
To il lustrate the use of quasi-classical formulas, obtained 

i n / э , we calculate the/yCoJ/'value of WF quadratic at Г-О 2 * 
that is present In formulas for electroaagnetlo width of mesons 
(1 .9) , (1.10). In the case of the maeeleee-particle (gluon) 
exohange to the f irst term of the quasi-potential ( 1 , 3 X , , > 
V--iy 4jflr there corresponds the potential V(r) * —• •}£*'• 
in the Г -spaoe. There hare been obtained in (19) exaot solutions 
and a spectrum In the field of such a potential. The function 
cth(rmXj ohanges essentially only at a distance of the order 
of vK from the origin of coordinate and, as la seen In , i t s 
presence does not influenoe the form of the speotrum. 

' For the free motion, for example! -?• г r** c " » jl . 

' Dote Г~=0 пеана that particles are at the Compton 
ware length distance ' ' " . A possibility of substitution of 
nonrelatirietlc НП» in (1.9) for/SP"c2b / has been discussed 
in / 15 / . 
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Consider a potential, being a combination of the OBEP trans
form in RCR, taking into account only the Coulomb part and a 
confining potential. The value of energy levels is In general 
influenced by the potential behaviour at large distances r>">& . 
In this region we may neglect a hypergoemetrical factor in the 
Coulomb potential 

vcr)=r~f +vc.4 cet (4.1) 

at email Г a Coulomb term dominates (region T at the Figure). 
In this region a WP Ц*Сг) coincides with the exact regular 
solution at Г=0 in the potential 

(4.2) Vcr)=ee

 r </*;£* We CD 

where Се is an unknown normalizing factor. This factor 
enters into the definition V(°) . 

To obtain this we consider an asrmptotios of the exact solu
tion (4.2) at large Г , written in the form of a standing wave 

where t?e is the relativietic Coulomb phase: 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

The Coulomb phase can be also calculated through the WKB 
methodt 
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WKB -f coue S free -I 
1e -TUm [ )0Uieck Л J r'jJt'-Janec/, У Cr] Jr'J (4.6) 

Я r - r o o 4 ^ л , _ /1 -I • 

Assume the Coulomb constant to be small 
This is characteristic for the description of the "3/4* and 
^ -particles in the potential model ' and agrees with the 
hypothesis of asymptotic freedom. Further with the neglect of 
the terms of the first order in oi and by integration in (4.6) 
we arrive at the following result: 

WICB 

The forme of expressions (4.5) and (4.7) coincide with their 
nonrelativistic analogs. The difference is that 32 is deter
mined by relation (4.3), that in the nonrelativistic limit turns 
into a dimensionless quantity, used in the Schrodinger equation 
X —* S~- . Phaser »e and 4?*B for <Я?»I differ c-»o» * V l« ., / 3 i / 
only by terme of the order pe ' ". Hence in the Coulomb 
field the exact solution ^l°"\ and the quaslclassical wave 
function У С е 7 coinoide up to a factor in the 
region of large f~ (range II, figure £ ) under the condition 
d&~L ,3t»l . If we can neglect a confining part of the po
tential (4.1) at such a large Г , then in region II it is pos
sible to equate an exact Coulomb solution (it is true in regions 
II and III ' ') and quasi-classical solution obtained for re-/22/ gions II and III"''''. Thus, we obtain the following normalizing 
constants! Г Р „ 1 - 7 л и/ic/! 

The constant С ia derived in the same way as 
in nonrelativistic case 
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Integral In (4.10) Is easily calculated by differentiation 
of Quantization oondltlons (3.13) отег Л. : 

/с^/Чт ^ ^ • Y -и» е 1/ <«•»> 
Calculating to exact Coulomb WF in the 

*" value from (4.8) and (4. and obtaining 
tain: 

limit of Г-+ О 
10), we finally ob-

2 -ie 

This expression differs from zero even for states with 
£*0 . So, using (4.11) we can apply formulae (1.9), (1.10) 
to the description of electromagnetic width of states with any 
values at £ . 

In this paper a system has been obtained of partial equa
tions describing two particles with spin 1/2, interacting through 
the one-vector-boson exchange. There have been solved uncoupled 
equations of the system by WKB method for a wide class of con
fining potentials and a condition of quantization and the expres
sion tor/V^fCo)/ have been found. These results can be 
applied to the calculation of mass spectrum and width of electro
magnetic decays of systems of ee,jL*juTl PCt t€f /VM type. 

The authors are grateful to V.G.Kadysheveky, S.P.Kuleshov 
for fruitful discussions, and are thankfull to V.Kapshay, 
S.G.Kovalenko and I.L.Solovtsov for interest In the work. 
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двух релятивистских фермионов 

Целью работы является построение формализма для релятивистского 
описания системы двух частиц со спином 1/2. Используется двухчастич
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парциальных уравнений, которая является релятивистским аналогом не-' 
релятивистской системы Хамады-Джонстона.Методом ВКБ решена задача о 
спектре масс связанных состояний. С использованием точного реляти
вистского кулоновского решения двухчастичной задачи получены выраже
ния для ширин лептонных распадов в кварковой модели. 
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Descriptions of Width and Spectra of Two 
RelaMvJstic Fermions Bound States 

The aim of this article is the construction of the formalism for 
the relativistic description of two particles with spin 1/2. We use 
the two-parttcle three-dimensional equation, obtained by quasi poten
tial approach. Quasi potential equation tn the refatFvistic configura 
tional space with OBEP potential Is reduced to the system of partial 
equations which is the analog of nonrelativfstlc Hamada-Jonston sys
tem. WKB approach Is used to calculate mass spectra and leptonic 
width of mesons in quark model. 

• The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of 
Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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I. Introduction 
/1-1/ The present paper may be treated as a sequel to papers' •" 

on the three-dimensional relatlvistic description o>" two-par
ticle system with spin 1/2 in the quantum field theory. Princi
pal formulae, allowing the practical application of our mathema
tical technique are obtained herein. It will be applicable to 
such attractive problems as the calculation of levels and width 
of systems like positronium, muon and baryon as well as bound 
states in a quark - antiquark system, that is old 7Э , Ъи* , if 
and new tyy } )f- -mesons. lately a nonrelativietic quark model 
based on the Schrodinger equation is widly used for the maes 
spectrum description of hard vector mesons of t h e ^ f -particle 
type. For this purpose a confining potential is chosen and added 
by the Breit-Fermi potential accounting for spin effects. 

V(r)~V(r) +V(r). (Li) 
c«?f Spin я 

The Brelt-Fermi potential is known to represent <v* /C •* -
expansion of Feynman matrix element of one-boson (OBEP) or one-
gluon exchange. However, such a quasirelativistic approach app
lied to ordinary light vector __P , 1» , <p mesons Is not self-
consistent. It was shown in paper ' that in this case the cont
ribution of relativietic corrections appears to be of the same 
order as the contribution of the nonrelativiatie Hamiltonian, 
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which was initially taken as the principal one. Therefore an 
essentially relativistic approach is needed here. 

In the present paper for the mass spectrum description of 
a system consisting, of two fermions (for example, quark and an-
tiquark), we use the equation of quasipotential approach ' '. 
As in previous papers we use the relativistic three-dimensional 
two-particle quasipotential equation, obtained by Kadysbevsky, 
on the basis of the covariant Haroiltonian formulation of field 
theory and later ia papers ' on the basis of the covariant 
technique of equating times In the two-particle wave function of 
Bethe-Salpiter equation. In the case of equal masses т^-П)2т7Ь 
tbis equation, written in the centre-of-mass-system (pj ̂ -уЗд *>/$) 
has the form 

(2^~2Ep 

Now consider in more detail the part of quasipotential (1.1), 
containing spin effects. In the case of vector-boson exchange 
the quasipotential in r.b.s. of equation (1.1) represents the 
Peynman matrix element ' , , 

M is the mass of a boson, С are two-component spinors. 
Applying to (1.3) the suggested transformation ' 1' from the 

four-dimensional representation to the three-dimension one 
and separating the ffigner matrix of spin rotation, we obtain: 

' Tbis transformation (1) plays the same role as the 
Foldy-Wenthuyeen one /8/, allowing one to pass to tho three-
dimensional description of tbe spin. However, in contrast to (8) 
the diecuesed in (1) transformation does not deal wil;h tbe 
expansion of interaction terms in powers of V*/c*\ 
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(1.4) 

^ С ё1рХъэ<)(.Ър)® Ю] + 
ГЦ 

Here the quantity X means a half-transfer of momentum, that 
can be expreaaed through the momentum transfer in the Lobachev-
sky space introduced into : 

1 = Т((-)Р=ЛГ

1к-Тс-^С^о--^;) и.?) 
by the formula 5? = ^^т/а(Л0*гп У / 1 / « 
Expression (1.4) has a form of the geometrical generalization 
of the Breit-Permi potential taken in the momentum representation. 

It is convenient to solve equation (1.3) by transformation 
to the relativistic configurational representation (RCR), intro
duced initially in "'. To obtain this, instead of the Pourier-
traneformation there is used an expansion over the complete 
and orthogonal system of functions in the LobachevBky space . 

m 
(1.6) 

Por these functions in papers ' b > 1 2 ' w e found an expansion 
over spherical harmonicai ± -

t'O * (' X *** -j*<£ ' /(1.7) 

=ЙЫ.л) сеД („Аж,г) Re (E?) 
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as well ав the condition of completeness and orthogonality for 
radial parts 

* % О (1.8) 

-jj^ J si 9x Jx pe (cAx, t) ре(с£х,г<) = £(г- г'). 
In ''•-" there was discussed a problem on the form of the 

second and third terms (1.4) in the relativistic configurational 
representation. There are transforms of all the five spin struc
tures present in (1.4) in this paper. 

Equation (1.2) transformed into RCR is a finite-difference 
one and may be reduced to the system of partial equations, being 
a relativistic analog of the nonrelativistlc Hamada-Jonston 
system ' 1 1'. 

To solve partial finite-difference equations we use the 
suggested analog of WKB method for RCR. 

Calculation of the electromagnetic decay width of mesons 
is another important problem. To determine lepton width of vec
tor mesons we use the V.Royen-Weisscopff formula (with account 
of colour). л 

and for the two-photon decay of paeudoscalar mesons we use for-
mula № 

In these formulae ie the mass of a meson; m and €* are 
the mass and charge of quarks, and ¥£f 6>Jls \ A / F o{ system of a 
quark and anti-quark. Usually instead of this WF the nonrelati-
ristio WF Is used in the Coulomb fiaid neglecting the rest of the 
spin part of the OBSP. The width of states with In terms 
of the relativlstlo theory Is known to turn into «его due to the 
behaviour of the WF at the origin of coordinates as V ^ T r T V ^ o * ^ 
This behaviour is of •> kineastloal oharaoter and Is oonneoted 
with the behaviour of free solution's J«(ier) -» (ief~)4- for 

\-+ О . In a relatlvlstlo equation there Is used another 
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complete system of funotions (1.6) having an essentially different 
behaviour as Г-— О , so that %%)*0 at £Фо . 

In section 2 a quasipotential equation will be transformed 
to the system of partial finite-difference equations, in the 
relativistic configurational representation; section 3 is devoted 
to the solution of unbounded equations of the system through the 
WKB method; section 4 gives formulae for the width of vector 
meson decays and pseudoecalar mesons, using the exact Coulomb 
solution of the quaeipotential equation at Г=0 . 

2. System of Partial Two-Particle Equations in the 
Relativistic Configurational Representation 

For the quasipotential and ЮТ the transformation into the 
relativistic configurational representation is performed by for
mulae ; at * 

In ' ' the physical meaning of the parameter l~ present in 
the function is discussed in detail . 

Applying (2.1) to (1.4) we obtain: 
'V(r,'»;p)=Vi(<~>P°)+'VJL(r>2;pe,p) (2.3) 

(2.4) 

- 4 
The following notations are introduced here 
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3Cr-l)<r-2t)LJ ' \ / 1 ^ ? (2.8) 

+ 1 * •/ ЛйАля / TV" / > i 
J T ^ S I J Klf«irC ' 

Ku^Crf - the Yukawa potential transform: b/(/u *£/7ег\ 

JfWtf <ffff shrJT ' ' V ' 

In formulae (2,3)-( .29) we assume the mass of interacting par
t i c l e s /72. to be equal to 1. 

Formula (2.3) i s spl i t ted into two parts VJL ( Г) f>o) 
independent of the single vector " re la t iv i s t i c coordinate" d i 
rection /7 and V^ (l~)*?,'Po.p) containing the dependence 
on ' П through expressions of the type 

(pF) , Г/?лТ*] , <S 2̂ . (2.Ю) 
The necessity of BUCD a splitting becomes ohvious in the course 
of the transformation of the complete equation (1.2) into RCR 
using formulae (2.1), (2.2). 

(2 Ef -2 /}) ¥QLF) =JjJ2p JSlkJ?t i (?, Я, К J * 

(2.11) 
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Л$<р- angular part of the Laplas operator, A — m c . Due 
to the character of the addition theorem of the relativistic 
plane waves ': 

$,&;V,t) = t.(rt-)P/n^^bcjrrfr) ( 2 и з ) 

*Л,= ["*-?<*' ££•)]/(*>-?*) (2.14) 

Vi(r,*iP<>ip) enters into equation (2.12) in a nonlocal way: 

'Л ъ'е/ Guef, (r/^, (2.15) ^ в;»/ GU«> с-/,-, 

since substituting it into the equation the dependence on vec
tor /*j turns to the dependence on vector /?i/)-. The vector 
rotation Hi —* n4./\a taken into account gives the following 
dependence of expressions (2.10) on the vector P and Po : 

( P" ^*AP ) = m2/(p0-p'^J - />«, (2.i6) 

/ T y ? ^ ] r m f Д)гД( j / г д - 7 « I j (2.17) 

+• 
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However, with tbe help of tbe correlation: 

expraseiona (2.16), (2.17) and the first term Z / from (2.18) 
can be localazed. Zi is a relativistic generalization of 
the expression ( G ^ * ? X C ^ Л J present in tbe operator of tensor 
forces. Confining ourselves to *Zj. in accounting tensor 
forces we obtain tbe r.h.e. of equation (2.15) to be of a local 
form! , , 

Tbe rotation W -» М и р in tensor forces taken into account 
gives an additional spin-spin interaction 

(2.21) 
4>(r) [SCSI ЪЛр)(ел Я*Ар) - &&)] — 

* н>( r-A ;х)£лг * г?(ых- ч>св j с а д ) , 
An angular and spin dependences of equation potential (£ .20) are 
determined by five structures, having the ваше form as in **e 
nonrelatlvistlc theory» 

Function» V{(?) (i' s С/Г/г ,'J-S; G/(i.Sj г ) ^ depend 
on vector Modulus 7* and difference operators fi 
•nd Д , = /? in tbe following way (X-J)i 

Vs « ̂ Д г - ^ & „ ^ - *££ j " 0 4 l - ( 2 . 2 3 ) 
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XC « ^ *Ч •ftfturejLhlifo fir) i„ , 

We introduce a radial function f\ ' « С FJ 

Tbe substitution of (2.28) into equation (£.27) gives ue 
a eye tern of four partial equations. Tiro of tbe ays ten of equa
tions, obeying the caee of S=0, € -/ and S= 1. , в « f 
are uncoupled! 

M - J V +X^1 Я*- <-*°,•**/,T-ai. (2.29) 

Hamiltonian A/g ia obtained from expression (2.12) for 
the H through tbe substitution of the operator ДбФ tor 
its eigenvalue . The otber two OFF describing states 
with a spin S ~ i. are defined by tbe uysten of two coupled 
equations 
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( И "-"4 v« J %yff' J& * # / ^ ^ 2 . з г, 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 

2J+il ^ ^ . (2.35) 

Writing down Bystem (2.29), (2.32) we follow the approxima
tion on the phenomenologioal use of the OBEP, accepted in paper 
'"' »e neglect the p quadratic terms in the spin-spin 
interaction fi j -/SSJ and confine ourselves to the account 
of the terms proportional to ГПг~ (&i_GU) . In expressions 
(2.24)-(2.27), as it has already been noticed, p a is under
stood aa a difference operator // . However, in obtaining 
numerical evaluations the reasonable approximation which is not 
reduced to the nonrelativietic one is the use»instead of the 

л 
operator И > of the eigenvalue of energy p a (as in the prob
lem of a positronium ''•') 0f one bound partical in the part 
of potential (1.1), consisting of the sum vieui С <~) and 
the scalar part of potential (1.4): 

3. Quaaiclassical Solution of Partial Equations 
We write down uncoupled equations (2.25) in such a form: 

[He-Xcr)]ReCr) « о , ( 3 # 1 ) 

where X (f) = (im + e^OUMj - VCr)) /Л m, 
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and the potential y(r) is defined through expressions (2.30), 
(2.31). 

Regular in the zero free solution ( VCr) = o) of equa
tion (3.1), according to ''' has the form: 

where the begandre function a n d ^ - ^ J is the 

generalized degree defined by the expression:A—f ^«i JftfaK' 

The Legandre funotion ~P, (c-kx) is real. Thus in expression 

(3.2) only the factor appears to be complex. 
We separate this factor by the substitution: 

r Ц(пх)- tZk£L'tcecnx). 
We obtain the following equation for the function n Cf\lC^ 

Hote, that the Hamlltonian of the equation (3.5) in cont
rast to (3.5) appears to be a real operator. In the саве of tbe 
potential is real, We С 1 X.) is also a real funotion. When 
the interaction is absent, the Legandre function appears to be 
a solution of equation (3.5) a j_ 

Ife Cr,X) - ?"££) = (SM **ey['*0'f*<+0]j 
-*•••% l J — r f H + e ) * 

* &&'% +е+1, ***, '*€**; I-<*f> C-Jtx)) 
(3.6) 

The conditions of tbe orthogonality for these functions will 
be written down analogously to (1.6b)i 
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We solve expressions (3.5) by the WKB method. Suppose: 

Inserting (3.6) into (3.5) and keeping terms of the zero order 
in t we derive a differential equation for <?,jCpJ : 

%-f J Cr) жалеек Xfl(c)-.«nct}j\-$r 

ХЛ cr) - X OJ . f i * (л-£J Ч ~У\ A*** l. 
The imaginary part in (3.9) contributes into the preexpo-

nential factor. With the account of the term of the order t, , 
we arrive at the equation for ft. ' f?J .' 

9 Hx/ce-i) Л л (г)-
Thus we obtain for tbe function nl(r): 

Kfetc) = [Х*(г)-1]-* ( г«Л* +/laJ~ \ 
^ (3.1D 

Here T — ia a turning point, defined from tbe oondition X (7*)~ 

=• l.In tbe caee ̂ -?"Г_ ̂ ^ that is ebaraoteriatic of energies 
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£<<Jy»C* ^ formula (3.11) gets simplified. We write it 
down in the form of a standing wave 

The factor Г compensates the separated expression/?L*,^, 
—* (*/Х ) e** • W l 1 ; h t h e h e l P o f 0.12) we obtain 
a quasi-classical condition of quantization 

/Л'**ссАХСг>) = \7ГСп*±)ш < 3 ' 1 3 > 
7- Л 

Рог t*>e majority of potentials a spectrum is formed at the 
distances Г » A . Thie allows us to neglect imaginary terms 
in \Zt'Ct~) (2.23-2.27). bi such an approach, potentials (2.30, 
2.31) become real and we can find energy levels for a singlet 

($ = О ) « * triplet (S = d , € sj"„) states. 

4. Calculation of Electromagnetic Decay Width of Meson 
To il lustrate the use of quasi-classical formulas, obtained 

i n / э , we calculate the/yCoJ/'value of WF quadratic at Г-О 2 * 
that is present In formulas for electroaagnetlo width of mesons 
(1 .9) , (1.10). In the case of the maeeleee-particle (gluon) 
exohange to the f irst term of the quasi-potential ( 1 , 3 X , , > 
V--iy 4jflr there corresponds the potential V(r) * —• •}£*'• 
in the Г -spaoe. There hare been obtained in (19) exaot solutions 
and a spectrum In the field of such a potential. The function 
cth(rmXj ohanges essentially only at a distance of the order 
of vK from the origin of coordinate and, as la seen In , i t s 
presence does not influenoe the form of the speotrum. 

' For the free motion, for example! -?• г r** c " » jl . 

' Dote Г~=0 пеана that particles are at the Compton 
ware length distance ' ' " . A possibility of substitution of 
nonrelatirietlc НП» in (1.9) for/SP"c2b / has been discussed 
in / 15 / . 
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Consider a potential, being a combination of the OBEP trans
form in RCR, taking into account only the Coulomb part and a 
confining potential. The value of energy levels is In general 
influenced by the potential behaviour at large distances r>">& . 
In this region we may neglect a hypergoemetrical factor in the 
Coulomb potential 

vcr)=r~f +vc.4 cet (4.1) 

at email Г a Coulomb term dominates (region T at the Figure). 
In this region a WP Ц*Сг) coincides with the exact regular 
solution at Г=0 in the potential 

(4.2) Vcr)=ee

 r </*;£* We CD 

where Се is an unknown normalizing factor. This factor 
enters into the definition V(°) . 

To obtain this we consider an asrmptotios of the exact solu
tion (4.2) at large Г , written in the form of a standing wave 

where t?e is the relativietic Coulomb phase: 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

The Coulomb phase can be also calculated through the WKB 
methodt 
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WKB -f coue S free -I 
1e -TUm [ )0Uieck Л J r'jJt'-Janec/, У Cr] Jr'J (4.6) 

Я r - r o o 4 ^ л , _ /1 -I • 

Assume the Coulomb constant to be small 
This is characteristic for the description of the "3/4* and 
^ -particles in the potential model ' and agrees with the 
hypothesis of asymptotic freedom. Further with the neglect of 
the terms of the first order in oi and by integration in (4.6) 
we arrive at the following result: 

WICB 

The forme of expressions (4.5) and (4.7) coincide with their 
nonrelativistic analogs. The difference is that 32 is deter
mined by relation (4.3), that in the nonrelativistic limit turns 
into a dimensionless quantity, used in the Schrodinger equation 
X —* S~- . Phaser »e and 4?*B for <Я?»I differ c-»o» * V l« ., / 3 i / 
only by terme of the order pe ' ". Hence in the Coulomb 
field the exact solution ^l°"\ and the quaslclassical wave 
function У С е 7 coinoide up to a factor in the 
region of large f~ (range II, figure £ ) under the condition 
d&~L ,3t»l . If we can neglect a confining part of the po
tential (4.1) at such a large Г , then in region II it is pos
sible to equate an exact Coulomb solution (it is true in regions 
II and III ' ') and quasi-classical solution obtained for re-/22/ gions II and III"''''. Thus, we obtain the following normalizing 
constants! Г Р „ 1 - 7 л и/ic/! 

The constant С ia derived in the same way as 
in nonrelativistic case 
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Integral In (4.10) Is easily calculated by differentiation 
of Quantization oondltlons (3.13) отег Л. : 

/с^/Чт ^ ^ • Y -и» е 1/ <«•»> 
Calculating to exact Coulomb WF in the 

*" value from (4.8) and (4. and obtaining 
tain: 

limit of Г-+ О 
10), we finally ob-

2 -ie 

This expression differs from zero even for states with 
£*0 . So, using (4.11) we can apply formulae (1.9), (1.10) 
to the description of electromagnetic width of states with any 
values at £ . 

In this paper a system has been obtained of partial equa
tions describing two particles with spin 1/2, interacting through 
the one-vector-boson exchange. There have been solved uncoupled 
equations of the system by WKB method for a wide class of con
fining potentials and a condition of quantization and the expres
sion tor/V^fCo)/ have been found. These results can be 
applied to the calculation of mass spectrum and width of electro
magnetic decays of systems of ee,jL*juTl PCt t€f /VM type. 

The authors are grateful to V.G.Kadysheveky, S.P.Kuleshov 
for fruitful discussions, and are thankfull to V.Kapshay, 
S.G.Kovalenko and I.L.Solovtsov for interest In the work. 
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